
Another pro Leave Minister resigns

We heard a lot about the need to keep three dissident pro Remain Cabinet
members in the government to justify the change on possible delay. Meanwhile
yet another good Minister from the Leave side understandably felt he had to
resign given the continued drift of policy away from our Manifesto. This
repeats the pattern so far.

Not a single pro Remain Cabinet Minister has resigned. The PM has instead
lost from the pro Leave side a Foreign Secretary, two Brexit Secretaries, 
and a Work and Pensions Secretary from the Cabinet because they did not see
the Chequers proposals and the Withdrawal Agreement as compatible with the
Manifesto pledge to leave. The government has also lost two Brexit department
Ministers, a Northern Ireland Minister and now a Fishing and Farming Minister
from the Leave side. There have been 15  resignations from PPS and Vice
Chairmen of the party roles as well from the Leave side. 23 resignations over
the same policy is trying to tell the government something, and shows how
important this matter is that so many will give up interesting jobs they
wanted to keep  to make their point. I doubt there has ever been a policy in
British history that has caused so many people to resign, without generating
the necessary change of policy being sought.

The latest loss of George Eustice is a serious blow to the government. George
is well versed in agricultural and fishing matters and was piloting through
important changes for those industries so they can do better once out of the
EU.  He has been both patient and willing to compromise to help the
government , but now rightly feels there has been too much drift away from
the Brexit we set out in the 2017 election. He will be a welcome addition to
the backbench campaign to secure a proper Brexit, but is a further shift of
expertise and talent from the government to the backbenches.
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